INTRODUCTION

Learn how to use the :MOVE Motor to draw shapes using the pen mount.
SETTING UP

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED:
• 1 x BBC micro:bit (www.kitronik.co.uk/5613),
• 1 x :MOVE Motor Buggy (www.kitronik.co.uk/5683)

ADDING IN CUSTOM MAKECODE BLOCKS:
We have made custom coding blocks especially for the :MOVE Motor, which helps to make coding super simple within Microsoft MakeCode.
To add these blocks, follow the steps below:

STEP 1: Bring up the MakeCode Block Editor - (makecode.microbit.org).
STEP 2: Click ‘New Project’.
STEP 3: In the toolbox towards the left of the screen, select the ‘Advanced’ section. Additional block categories will appear below.
STEP 4: Select ‘Extensions’.
STEP 5: In the pop up’s search bar type ‘Kitronik’.
STEP 6: Locate & select the ‘kitronik-move-motor’ box.
THE TUTORIAL

SETTING UP
The :MOVE Motor has a pen mount hole right in the middle of the wheels, making it ideal for drawing shapes and all sorts of things. Start by finding a pen that fits nicely in the hole, allowing the tip to touch the paper underneath (a Sharpie works really nicely).

CIRCLES

STEP 1: Now on to the code. We’re going to be using several “functions” in this tutorial in order to make drawing different shapes much easier. The first one is going to be a big circle (we’ll do a small one afterwards). Click on “Advanced” to reveal more block categories, and then in the “Functions” category, click “Make a Function...”. Name the function “bigCircle” and click “Done”.

STEP 2: Inside side our new “function bigCircle” block, add a “set turn radius Tight” block from the “Motors” section of the “MOVE Motor” category, and change the drop-down to “Standard”. It’s this value we can change to vary the size of our circles.
STEP 3: Next, add a “move Right at speed 75” block, followed by a 4000ms “pause” and then “stop”. **Note:** The values given in this tutorial for speeds and “pause” times worked for us, but you might need to alter them slightly to make it work for your :MOVE Motor.
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STEP 4: We’re ready to call our function and draw a circle. Pull in an “on button A pressed” block, and then add the “call bigCircle” block from the “Functions” category. If you have a micro:bit connected, click “Download” to transfer your code and switch on :MOVE Motor. Make sure :MOVE Motor is over a big enough piece of paper and has a pen mounted, then press “button A” to try drawing a circle.
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STEP 5: Hopefully you’ve got a nice circle drawn on your paper - now we're going to enable MOVE Motor to draw a smaller one. Create another “function”, and this time call it “smallCircle”. Copy everything from inside the “function bigCircle” block and put it into the “function smallCircle” block (“right-click” and “Duplicate”).

STEP 6: Just a couple of changes to make in our new function. Change to the “turn radius” dropdown to be “Tight”, and change the “pause” to be 3000ms.
STEP 7: Finally, delete the “call bigCircle” block in the “on button A pressed” and replace it with “call smallCircle” from the “Functions” category.

If you have a micro:bit connected, click “Download” to transfer your code and switch on :MOVE Motor. Same as before, press “button A” to try drawing a smaller circle.

SQUARES

We've done circles, so let's move onto another shape, this time a square.

STEP 1: Time to create another new “function” and give it the name “square”.

Inside the “function square” block, make :MOVE Motor start to “move Forward at speed 75”, “pause” for 500ms and then “stop”. This will be the first side of our square.
**STEP 2:** Next, pull in a "spin Left at speed 45" block and put this after the "stop". Add another 500ms "pause" and then another "stop". This will be our first corner. Delete the "call smallCircle" block in the "on button A pressed" and replace it with "call square" from the "Functions" category.

**STEP 3:** If you have a micro:bit connected, click "Download" to transfer your code and switch on :MOVE Motor. **Without** inserting a pen, press "button A" to make :MOVE Motor drive forward for the first side and spin left for the first corner.

We need to check whether :MOVE Motor spins 90 degrees - if it doesn't, adjust the speed of the "spin Left" block; increasing the speed if it was **less** than 90 degrees, decreasing the speed if it was **more** than 90 degrees. Keep downloading and testing your code until you're happy with the corner spin.
STEP 4: Now that the first side and corner are sorted, all we need to do is repeat that code 4 times and :MOVE Motor will be able to draw a square.
Add a “repeat 4 times” loop from the “Loops” category to the “function square” block, putting everything currently inside the “function” into the new loop.

STEP 5: If you have a micro:bit connected, click “Download” to transfer your code and switch on :MOVE Motor. Put :MOVE Motor over some paper, mount a pen and press “button A” to try drawing a square.
TRIANGLES
And now... triangles!

**STEP 1:** Drawing triangles is pretty similar to drawing squares, there’s just one less side and the corners are a bit different. So, create another new “function”, and call it “triangle”. Copy everything from inside the “function square” block and put it into the “function triangle” block (just like with the circles).
STEP 2: To make :MOVE Motor draw one less side, change the “repeat” loop in the “function triangle” block to only “repeat 3 times”. We also need to make sharper corners, 60 degrees rather than 90 degrees, so change the speed of the “spin Left” to be 60.
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STEP 3: Finally, delete the “call square” block in the “on button A pressed” and replace it with “call triangle” from the “Functions” category.

STEP 4: CODING COMPLETED! If you have a micro:bit connected, click “Download” to transfer your code and switch on :MOVE Motor. Put :MOVE Motor over some paper, mount a pen and press “button A” to try drawing a triangle.

If :MOVE Motor doesn’t return to the point it started from, vary the “spin Left” speed to adjust the corner angle; increasing the speed if it needs to be less sharp, decreasing the speed if it needs to be sharper.

Keep downloading and testing your code until you’re happy with the corner spin.
For any further queries or support, please visit the Kitronik website: [www.kitronik.co.uk/5683](http://www.kitronik.co.uk/5683)

Or get in touch:

- **Telephone**: +44 (0) 115 970 4243
- **Sales email**: sales@kitronik.co.uk
- **Tech Support email**: support@kitronik.co.uk
- **Web**: [www.kitronik.co.uk](http://www.kitronik.co.uk)